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Why this paper?

• Relevance to Geriatricians & Geriatric 
Psychiatrists:

• ECT remains the “gold-standard” for 
treatment of depression

• One of the major concern of patients and 
families with ECT is neurocognitive impact.

• This is particularly relevant in the geriatric 
population, who are more impacted by 
neurocognitive disorders

• RUL-UB ECT has become more prominent, 
given its lesser impact on cognitive load1

• ECT remains used in the geriatric population 
for MDD 



Aims of the paper

Limited evidence regarding 
neurocognitive outcomes of RUL-

UB in older adults2

Examine the neurocognitive 
outcomes at 6 months in older 

adults of phase 2 of the PRIDE stud



PRIDE Study

• NIMH funded study began in 2009
• 1240 adults over age 60
• Randomized, multi-center study
• Contrasts pharmacotherapy vs RUL-UB ECT + 

pharmacotherapy
• Medications (Venlafaxine (titrated to 225 

mg, as tolerated) + Lithium)
• Lithium levels titrated to 0.4 – 0.6 mEq/L
• ECT was initially fixed with taper
• Taper ~ 1x/week x 4 weeks
• Initial HAM-D (24) >= 21



STABLE Algorithm
• Variable Treatments per week as 

outlined in table

• Lithium held 24 hours prior to 
ECT

• Lithium levels almost weekly for 
8 weeks, then every 4 weeks

• Telephone HAM-D (24) 
screenings performed by trained 



Phase 2 Criteria

• Remit in Phase 1
• No Schizoaffective, bipolar, dementia, substance abuse in last 6 

months, active general medical/neurological conditions
• No failure to respond to Venlafaxine or lithium
• No Contraindications to Lithium or Venlafaxine



Methods
• Diagnosis of MDD made using SCID-I (study years 1-2), MINI (years 3-6)

• HAM-D24 and Beck Scale for Suicidal Ideation

• Raters masked, patients not to ECT vs pharmacotherapy

• Annual auditing of raters with MSSM

• Neurocog Battery: AMI-SF, CVLT-II, DKEFS, DRS-2 IP, Stroop Color & Word Test, TMT Parts A&B

• Alternative forms used to minimize practice effects

• Except AMI-SF all converted to demographic-adjusted scores

• Globally used MMSE; premorbid assessed with WTAR

• Monthly subset (AMI-SF, CVLT-II); all at 12 & 24 weeks



Statistical Analysis
• Patients removed if dropped out, HSRD24 >= 21, hospitalization, or suicidal

• MEM approach used: “MEM analyses allow for measurement of subjects at irregular time points, missing data, and time 
varying or invariant covariates, and can also account for the effect of clustering (e.g., within subjects and clinical sites)”

• NP variables were used separately as the dependent variable with treatment status (pharmacotherapy, STABLE plus 
pharmacotherapy), time, and time × treatment interaction as primary fixed independent variables. Additional covariates 
were added to the model to adjust for age, clinical center (site), psychosis, premorbid intellectual functioning (measured 
by the Wechsler Test of Adult Reading [WTAR]), and time-varying changes (over the 6-month period) in depression severity 
(HAM-D24 total score)

• Random subject effects were incorporated using random intercepts and slopes

• Because the STABLE algorithm directed rescue ECT at any time point in the flexible phase as indicated by increased 
depression symptom severity prior to that point, the final time point (6 months) represented the cumulative effect of 
treatment on cognitive function across all neurocognitive measures and was considered the primary analysis time point

• Effect sizes for neurocognitive scores for STABLE plus pharmacotherapy vs pharmacotherapy, therefore, were determined 
from the MEM as differences in least squares means, with corresponding 95% confidence intervals, at study end (6 
months) using either the linear or quadratic MEM model depending on optimal model fit

• Bonferroni-adjusted and unadjusted p-values were reported

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/least-square-analysis


Results
• Demographics at right

• 148 remitted in phase 1; 120 went on to 
phase 2

• 62% female, 95% White, 14 yrs education

• Mena age = 70.5

• Pharmacotherapy only had a non-
statistically significant higher number of 
those with psychosis

• 34% (21/61) in STABLE group received 
additional ECT beyond the first 4

• 7 of these received only 1



Results
• For both groups at Phase 2 baseline, 

following an acute course of ECT 
and venlafaxine, the mean demographic 
adjusted scores for the neurocognitive 
variables (Table 2) ranged from low 
average to mildly and moderately 
impaired (impairment was defined based 
on the recommendations of Brooks and 
Iverson with 1.5 standard deviations 
representing mild to moderate 
impairment36).

• Within each treatment condition, there 
was statistically significant improvement 
across most neurocognitive scores from 
Phase 2 baseline to the 24-week end time 
point

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/venlafaxine
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1064748121002931#tbl0002
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1064748121002931#bib0036


Results – Performance
• Patients in both conditions showed 

statistically significant improved 
performance across time on measures of 
complex visual scanning, psychomotor 
processing speed, and cognitive flexibility, 
verbal learning, short-term and long-term 
free recall, and recognition of learned 
words, initiation and perseveration, and 
phonemic fluency

• After Bonferroni adjustment for multiple 
comparison, change in performance was 
no longer statistically significant for 
measures of complex visual scanning, 
psychomotor processing speed, and 
cognitive flexibility and initiation and 
perseveration

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/perseveration


End Results

• Only patients in the STABLE condition showed significantly improved 
performance on measures of simple visual scanning and psychomotor 
processing speed and inhibition

• Patients in the pharmacotherapy-only condition showed significantly 
improved performance on a neurocognitive measure of cognitive 
processing speed

• After Bonferroni adjustment only inhibition remained statistically 
significantly different

• No significant change in autobiographical memory consistency
• Qualitatively: performance across most neurocognitive variables improved 

from low average and mildly/moderately impaired to average

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/autobiographical-memory


Authors’ 
Conclusions

First report of the long-term outcomes in older adults with depression of an 
acute course of RUL-UB ECT + VLF, followed by one of two 
prolonging remission strategies (STABLE+VLF+Li versus VLF+Li)

Key finding is that neurocognitive function improved over the 6-month 
follow-up period

Patients demonstrated recovery of the mild-to-moderate neurocognitive 
impairments they experienced after the acute course of RUL-UB ECT + VLF. 
For the group as a whole, performance on most neurocognitive measures 
returned to the average range

Long-term safety of RUL-UB ECT + VLF in the acute treatment of 
depression in the older adult population, followed by VLF+Li, with or 
without STABLE in the prolonging of remission

STABLE remission strategy conferred antidepressant benefit without added 
cognitive adverse effects

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/venlafaxine
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/spontaneous-remission
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/treatment-of-depression


Authors’ 
Conclusions: 
Part 2

STABLE+VLF+Li was found to be more effective in 
prolonging remission following an acute course of ECT than 
VLF+Li alone

Remission strategies were similar in safety suggesting that 
the additional ECT treatments provided in the STABLE 
algorithm did not interfere with the expected recovery of 
neurocognitive function following an acute course of RUL-
UB ECT

Confirmed: Prior research that compared a fixed 
maintenance ECT schedule with pharmacotherapy 
(nortriptyline plus lithium) in an adult cohort and found 
that both prolonging remission strategies at the 6-month 
time point demonstrated similar neurocognitive outcomes



Limitations

Agree with authors’ conclusions overall

Limitations: 

Group Demographics (White, educated, possible 
protection from cognitive effects of ECT, no substance 
use, few over 80)
Stabilization of cognitive function after the Phase 1 
acute RUL-UB ECT plus venlafaxine treatment course 
took longer than one-month, which is in contrast to 
prior research
Patients not blind to receiving ECT; raters were
Did not compare fixed to STABLE
Remission in phase 1 only; only up to 6 months



Open Discussion
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